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ABSTRACT

The Oak Ridge National Laboratory single-shot pellet injector,

which has been used in plasma fueling experiments on ISX and PDX, has

been upgraded and extensively instrumented in order to study the gas

dynamics of pneumatic pellet injection. An improved pellet transport

line was developed which utilizes a 0.3-cm-diam by 100-cm-long guide

tube. Pellet gun performance was characterized by measurements of

breech and muzzle dynamic pressures and by pellet velocity and mass

determinations. Velocities up to 1.4 km/s were achieved for intact

hydrogen pellets using hydrogen propellant at 5-MPa breech pressure.

These data have been compared with new pellet acceleration calculations

which include the effects of propellant friction, heat transfer, time-

dependent boundary conditions, and finite gun geometry. These results

provide a basis for the extrapolation of present-day pneumatic injection

system performance to velocities in excess of 2 km/s.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Injection of high velocity hydrogen pellets is the lead tecnnology

for fueling existent and future plasma fusion devices.1 Central fueling

of 1-keV plasmas has been achieved on ISX,2 PDX,3 and ASDEX4 using

<l-km/s pellets accelerated pneumatically by high pressure helium or

hydrogen propel!ants. To meet the fueling requirements of the fusion

feasibility demonstration experiments and future fusion power reactors,

multiple injection of nominal 2-4-mm pellets at velocities in excess of

2 km/s will be required.1

The performance of the 0-1 km/s pneumatic injectors has been

modelled with partial success by using the theory of a one-dimensional,

centered rarefaction wave in an unbounded tube to calculate the force

exerted by the propel!ant on a friction!ess pellet.5'5 The ideal gun

theory neglects potentially important effects such as propeilant friction,

heat exchange, and finite gun geometry. A newly developed gas dynamic

model which incorporates these effects has been tested by upgrading the

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) single pellet injector5 with improved

propeilant and pellet diagnostics and extending the operational range of

the device with helium and hydrogen propel 1 ants to temperatures as high

as 400 K and pressures up to 5 MPa. Velocity scans under these con-

ditions have been performed in the range of 0.4 to 1.4 km/s. The

velocities achieved with helium propellant are within 20 percent of the

ideal gun theory predictions; velocities obtained with hydrogen pro-

pellant, which are significantly less than ideal gun theory predictions,

are adequately modelled by the more detailed gas dynamic treatment.



This theory, having been experimentally benchmarked against these data,

now serves as a basis for the design of high velocity pneumatic injection

systems.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS

The single-shot pellet injector, which was developed by Milora and

Foster,5 has been modified for 1.6-mm-diam by 1.75-mm-long cylindrical

pellets while retaining the original 16-cm-long barrel. Additional

modifications were made to provide propel!ant pressure and temperature

measurements. A piezoelectric pressure transducer mounted at the

outlet of the fast solenoid valve measures the gun breech pressure. A

25-W cartridge heater mounted in the valve body provides propel!ant

heating; the propel!ant is warmed to the valve body temperature, which

is measured by a chromel-alumel thermocouple. Gun muzzle pressures are

measured with a second piezoelectric pressure transducer mounted in a

collar which captures the gun barrel for proper alignment.

The original pellet line (Fig. 5 of Ref. 5) has been equipped with

a guide tube, a 0.3-cm-ID by 100-cm-long quartz tube inserted through

the gas baffles (Fig. 1). Photodiod^s located at both ends of this

primary guide tube provide timing pulses for velocity measurements.

Pellet shadowgraphs were obtained at the guide tube exit using a spark

lamp triggered by a velocity compensating timing circuit.7 Pellet

impacts were measured with a shock accelerometerx mounted in an aluminum

target, which was located at the outlet of the guide tube system. The

shadowgraphs and the integrated impact shock signals were used to

confirm pellet integrity and mass.

PCB Piezotronics, Inc., Model 105B12.

Entran Devices Model EPJ-070-500A.
+PCB Piezotronics, Inc., Model 305A03.



Breech and muzzle pressure transients and the shadowgraph obtained

for a typical 1-km/s helium-propelled pellet are shown in Fig. 2. In

the top trace of Fig. 2(a), the chamber pressure rises to its maximum of

2.34 MPa in ^0.3 ms. As a result of the finite volume in the valve body

and the gun chamber, the breech pressure rises to only about two-thirds

of the valve fill pressure. The subsequent decay of the pressure is

caused by an increase in the system volume as the pellet moves through

the gun barrel. The timing pulse generated by photodiode PD1 of

Fig. 1, which marks the exit of the pellet from the gun muzzle pressure

transducer collar, is displayed in the bottom trace of Fig. 2(a). The

muzzle pressure, displayed in the center trace of Fig, 2(a), rises

abruptly to approximately 0.10 MPa when the pellet exits the gun barrel

and continues to rise to 0.14 MPa before tailing off. The pellet itself

is shown in Fig. 2(b). The pellet has tumbled during its post acceler-

ation passage through the guide tube but still conforms very well to its

original 1.6-mm-diam by 1.75-mm-long dimensions.

Pellet velocities obtained for room temperature helium gas and

heated helium and hydrogen propellants at pressures ranging from 1 to

5 MPa are plotted in Fig. 3. The abscissa in this figure, L/x, is the

gun barrel length L divided by the characteristic pellet acceleration

time x of the ideal gun theory:5'6

- L W + l)App0J •

*
The high frequency component of this trace results from the impact of
the solenoid valve stem when fully open.



where M and A are the pellet mass and cross-sectional area, respec-

tively, and Y, p , and c are the specific heat ratio initial pressure

(measured maximum breech pressure), and initial sound velocity of the

propellant, respectively. The solid curves of Fig. 3 are the ideal gun

theory muzzle velocities for room temperature helium propellant and for

hydrogen propellant at 400 K. These curves are the solutions, u m, of

the following equation:

L
— = u umax/ \ umaxmax L \

\ max/ \ max /

(2)

where u = 2c /{y - 1) is tne propellant escape velocity (maximum

attainable velocity). The velocities achieved for helium-driven pellets

are 0.8-1,0 times the values predicted by the ide?l gun theory, exceeding

the propellant initial sound speed, c =1.0 km/s, for L/T values

greater than 4 km/s. The hydrogen-driven pellet velocities, which

include the highest value yet achieved in a pneumatic injector (1.4 km/s

at L/T - 4.9 km/s), fall well below the ideal gun theory predictions.

Other inconsistencies between the ideal gun theory and these experi-

mental results are evident in the pressure transients of Fig. 2(c),

which were obtained for a 1.4-km/s hydrogen-driven pellet. As in

Fig. 2(a), we see that the muzzle pressure maximum, 0.30 MPa, occurs well

after the pellet has exited the barrel; this may result in part from the

fact that the pellet residence time in the barrel is comparable to or

less than the valve opening time. Moreover, the maximum muzzle pressure

is only one-third of the value predicted from the ideal gun theory,



Pmuzzle = Pbreecĥ 1 " {" " ] W ^ ^ = °-88 MPa" These

vations have motivated the development of a more complex gas dynamic

theory which includes propellant friction, heat exchange, and finite

valve opening times.



III. NONIDEAL GAS DYNAMIC THEORY

The schematic diagrams of Fig. 4 show the pellet driver system,

geometry and boundary conditions appropriate to the ideal gun and

detailed gas dynamic pellet acceleration calculations. In the ideal gun

theory treatment6 the initial boundary conditions are p(x,0) = p Q for

x < 0, p(x,0) = 0 for x > 0, Uf-|uic|
 = 0 everywhere, and upe-|-|et

 = 0-

As the pellet moves a rarefaction wave is launched in the negative x

direction into the stagnant propellant. At the pellet surface we

require that u •,•, t = uf, . . and calculate the fluid pressure exerted

on the pellat from the rarefaction wave characteristic, dp = pc du,

where p and c are the fluid density and local sound velocity. In the

more detailed gas dynamic treatment a valve admits propellant into the

driver chamber, which is stepped down at LQ (9.0 cm), over a distance

LA (0.84 cm), from diameter U{ (0.26-cm) to diameter D? (0.16-cm).

The pellet is positioned initially at the entrance to the barrel, which

is under vacuum when the valve is opened (over a typical time interval

of several hundred microseconds). The breech pressure is programmed to

match the measured pressure transients. When the shear stress in the

pellet exceeds the yield strength, the pellet shears free from the

forming assembly and is driven by the pressure of the gas.

The Navier-Stokes equations for the fluid driver in an equivalent

one-dimensional system are (in conservation-law form):8'9



3p(x,t) _ 1 3_
at A sx

ae(x.t) _ 1 3 [m(e + p)A 1
at ' A ax P H '

where

p = (7 - 1) e - ?— is the fluid pressure , (4)

q = heat source per unit volume,

0 = mass density,

m = mass flux = pu,

u = fluid velocity in direction of pellet motion,

e = total (internal plus kinetic) energy per unit volume,

A(x) = cross-sectional area of tube,

and F is the wall friction term defined in terms of the friction factor

f as8

(5)

with D as the tube diameter. The dimensionless coefficient t is empiri-

cally found6 to be ^2 x 10": for conditions typical of these experiments

(Reynolds number ^2 x 10"). The heat transfer, q, is estimated using

the Reynolds analogy8
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where T»n is the adiabatic wall temperature:

In Eq. (7) M is the Mach number and R is the recovery factor, taken to be

0.85. As boundary conditions, we specify the pressure and temperature

of the plenum to the left of the valve [Fig. 4(b)] and require u = 0 to

model the thermodynamics of the reservoir. At the right we take

ufl 'd = U D P 1 1 t' as ^ e P e ^ e ^ accelerates. The pellet is modelled as

a point mass obeying Newton's equations. The fluid equations are solved

as an initial value problem, with an initial small pressure (and density)

present in the chamber. The method used is a two-step Eulerian Lax-

Wendroff scheme, which is iterated.10 These computatiotis were performed

on the National Magnetic Fusion Computing Center CRAY machines.

The method should produce an accurate treatment of shocks, since

the equations are solved in conservative form. The evolution of the

entropy is used as a diagnostic check. The equations, with F = q = 0,

imply that s(x,t) = c in(p/pv) should be carried with the fluid velocity

except for shock discontinuities and the influx of s from the reservoir.

The propel 1 ant pressure, velocity, entropy, and temperature for a room

temperature helium-driven pellet are plotted versus time and position

(relative to the chamber inlet) in Figs. 5(a)-(d). A contact discon-

tinuity forms at the chamber entrance as the reservoir valve begins to

open [Fig. 5(a)]. Deceleration of the inlet gas [time ^70 us in

Fig. 5(b)], caused by chambrage and pellet inertia, produces p&V work,

raising the gas pressure [Fig. 5 h ) ] , and temperature [Fig. 5(d)] at the
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chamber/barrel interface. The rapid compression generates a shock wave

[Fig. 5(c)] which propogates from the chamber/barrel interface back to

the chamber inlet [Fig. 5(a)]. The shock is then reflected as a rare-

faction wave (time ^285 us), which reduces the chamber and barrel

pressures as it propagates forward [Fig. 5(a)].

This complex interaction involving an initial pressure surge,

congressional heating, shock reflection from the chamber/barrel inter-

face, rarefaction wave reflection from this shock, and the contact

discontinuity between the reservoir and chamber propellant results in

propellant heating to temperatures exceeding 1000 K. [Fig. 5(d)] and

pressure oscillations in the chamber and gun barrel [Fig. 5(b)]. These

oscillations violate the constant breech pressure assumption of the

ideal gun theory and thus destroy the simple L/- velocity scaling of

Eq. (2). For comparison the dashed curves superimposed on Fig. 3 are

the nonideal theory pellet velocities for helium and hydrogen. These

curves compare reasonably well with the pellet velocity data. They also

show interference effects resulting from reflected shocks and rare-

faction waves, which may account for the velocity scatter observed in

the data of Fig. 4.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

Pellet velocities as high as 1.4 km/s have been attained using

high temperature hydrogen propellant. The pneumatic pellet injector

performance is adequately modelled by a one-dimensional gas dynamic

theory incorporating propellant friction and heat transfer, finite gun

geometry, chambrage, and time-dependent boundary conditions. Further

theoretical and experimental studies of the effects of propellant

auxiliary heating, gun chambrage, barrel temperature and length, etc.,

on gun performance are planned.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG. 1. Modified pellet line with guide tube and diagnostics.

FIG. 2. Signal traces and shadowgraphs (a)-(b) for a 1-km/s helium-

driven pellet and (c)-(d) for a 1.4-km/s hydrogen-accelerated

pellet.

FIG. 3. Pellet velocity vs L/T for 295 K helium (A) and 400 K hydrogen

(°) propellants. The solid curves are uie ideal gun theory

calculations for these two cases. The broken curves are the

corresponding nonideal gas dynamic calculations.

FIG. 4. Injector models used in (a) the ideal gun and (b) the detailed

gas dynamic calculations.

FIG. 5. Propellant (a) pressure, (b) velocity, (c) entropy, and

(d) temperature vs position and time (helium propellent

initially at room temperature). In these plots position is

normalized to the total chamber plus barrel length Lj [see

Fig. 4(b)].
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SIGNAL TRACES AND SHADOW GRAPHS
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